Micro Shield Floor Care
The Products...

The Procedure...

Breakaway

Rebound

A new product formulated to quickly penetrate and dissolve the most
difficult-to-remove floor finishes hardened by high-speed burnishing and urethane fortification. Dramatically reduces the amount of
time and labor expended with the use of conventional floor strippers.
Biodegradable and non-corrosive.

A revolutionary new floor-maintenance product designed to clean
and polish floors in one labor-saving step. Simply dry-sweep
the floor, apply a 3 to 4 inch stream of product and immediately
high-speed burnish to a clean, bright gloss. Extends the life of
floor finish which lengthens the interval where recoating or stripping becomes necessary. Packaged 12 × 1-pint bottles per carton (3 individual 4 × 1-pint cases in overpack car ton).
SW - 12x1 pint

Mop/Strip Finish Reliquifier

Cleaning & Polishing Compound

Floor Stripping Procedure

Daily Maintenance

 Before attempting any cleaning task, wear all appropriate protec-

A thorough maintenance program is essential to preserving a clean,
high-gloss floor while minimizing the need for frequent strippings.
 Have adequate entrance matting and vacuum daily.
 Sweep or dust-mop floor to remove dirt and debris.
 Following label directions for light soil, damp-mop and/or
light-scrub the floor with an auto-scrubber using Ultra-Clean
All-Purpose Cleaner.






Neutralizer & Conditioner

Stripper Neutralizer and Floor Conditioner
Removes alkaline stripper residue from floors before recoating. Effectively dissolves ice-melt salt compounds, lime deposits and hard
water stains from floors, glass, tile, and metals. Excellent for rinsing
floor pads and mop heads to neutralize excess alkalinity and odors.

Micro Shield

Rejuvenator



Using this cleaner/maintainer as a regular part of propane and other
high-speed floor maintenance programs will greatly reduce labor and
provide outstanding results. Use this one-step product as a cleaner
and restorer. Mop on or use through an automatic scrubber, and follow by burnishing with high-speed machine.



Cleaner/Maintainer

Extended-Wear Floor Sealer/Finish
A hard, durable, yet responsive floor finish which produces a brilliant
gloss on resilient tile floors, marble, terrazzo, concrete, sealed wood
and cork. Designed for use with floor machines from 175 to 3000
RPM. Will not powder, peel or chip.
Excellent for supermarkets, department stores, hospitals, schools,
industrial facilities, contractors and other high-traffic areas.

 Pour Micro Shield Sealer/Finish into a plastic-lined bucket.

All-Purpose Cleaner

Reflex

Spray Buff/Restorer
This new, total-maintenance formula provides a mirror-like image
on all floors coated with thermal plastic, metal interloc or polymer
finishes. Excellent for recoating, rejuvenating and spray buffing. For
use with 300 rpm or high-speed machines.



Initial Application of Finish

Ultra-Clean

A concentrated all-purpose cleaner for use on all surfaces not
harmed by water. Quickly removes dirt and grease while leaving the
surface film free. For use on floors, walls, concrete, plastic, terrazzo
and painted surfaces of all industrial and institutional facilities. Excellent for use as a floor finish maintainer.



tive clothing.
Remove or lift all furniture from floor surface. Dry-sweep or
dust-mop the floor to remove dirt and debris.
Following label directions, prepare a solution of Breakaway
Mop/Strip Finish Reliquifier in bucket with cool water. Agitate
solution with a mop to mix thoroughly.
Spread a liberal solution over 15–20 running feet of the floor
area to be stripped. Allow solution to emulsify old wax or finish
for 3–5 minutes. Keep floor wet by adding additional stripper
solution if needed.
Do not allow stripper to dry on floor!
If necessary, agitate the solution on the floor with floor machine
and nylon stripping pad. Removing heavy wax or finish buildup
may require the use of a “foot pad”, floor scraper or grit brush.
Pick up solution with a wet-vac or auto-scrubber if available. If
not, mop up emulsified finish with a second mop and rinse it in
a second bucket half-filled with warm or hot water.
Repeat instructions for Steps 4-6 until the entire floor is
stripped.
To eliminate all alkaline stripper residues, rinse floor thoroughly
with a solution of Neutralizer & Conditioner and clean
water. Allow to dry completely before applying finish.

Distinctive, colored
packaging allows for easier
job-site product identification.

The amount of finish needed depends upon the area to be
covered. Never pour unused finish from mop bucket back into
container.
 Dip mop into bucket so that the liquid covers only the bottom
half of the mop’s surface. Wring out excess finish in the wringer
section of the bucket.
 Working parallel to the edges of the floor apply a thin, even coat
of finish. Re-immerse mop head in finish, and wring out excess.
Keeping the mop in a flat position, apply finish over the rest of
floor.
 For optimum appearance and wear repeat procedure applying a
minimum of 4 or more coats of Micro Shield. Allow only the
first 2 coats to go to the edge.
Always apply thin coats of floor finish. Allow at least 30
minutes for finish to dry before applying the next coat. Excessive humidity or poor ventilation may increase the drying time
beyond 30 minutes.

Monthly Maintenance
 Sweep or dust-mop floor to remove dirt and debris.
 Following label directions moderate soil, top scrub the floor

with Ultra-Clean using a floor machine or auto-scrubber and
a green or red nylon scrubbing pad.
 Apply 1 or more coats of Micro Shield using a clean mop.
Allow 30 minutes drying time between coats. Recoat keeping
6-12 inches from edges.

Spray Buffing/Restoring
As an alternate procedure to remove black-heel-marks and renew
floor finish lustre use Reflex Spray Buff/Restorer.
 Mop floors with a solution of Ultra-Clean. Never spray-buff
or burnish a dirty floor!
 Following label directions, apply a light mist of Reflex onto
floor in front of floor machine and buff with polishing pads to
achieve a “wet-look” gloss.
 For high-speed machines: Following label directions, apply a
light to medium coat of Reflex. Mop on evenly across floor.
Allow to dry. Burnish in normal manner.
 As buffing or burnishing pad becomes dirty, reverse or replace.
Alternate Products: Rebound or Rejuvenator

